Experience more than any other person and it affords cause of gratitude to feel that little we felt a loss our loss is his eternal gain. A few days after we came from Detroit in conversation with Brother Potter he told me he was anxious to obtain the knowledge of the favour of God and by the help of God pointed him to him to the prayer meeting and urged him to bare the cross and the Lord found hope in believing and the answer was, 'Be it so this day'.

A few days after the Battle in the morning when we had extra an engagement in conversation with him on the subject he said he would not give the hope of heaven for all the world and all the world and all the world.

Great reason why he wanted to get home we to tell what God had done for his soul his daily walk was as it became the gospel of Christ. As while I felt that your loss is not heavy yet you sorrow not as they that have no hope but have no doubt he rests in glory.